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1. Executive summary
South Holland District Council has always been a forward-thinking authority, focused on
delivering great value for money services for our residents while making the most of the huge
opportunities for economic growth in our district.
The last decade, however, has seen significant changes across Local Government and this is
likely to continue for the foreseeable future. The shape and size of the Council is likely to
change but the need to provide high levels of service to our customers – both residents and
businesses – will remain, set against a backdrop of reduced budgets.
To date, the Council has responded to these challenges by implementing our ‘Moving
Forward’ programme – helping us to not only balance our budget, but also to change the way
we deliver services to better respond to customers’ needs, and improve the way we work and
develop as an organisation.
Since ‘Moving Forward’ was launched in 2015, ICT and Digital have played a key role in
helping to deliver these objectives. For example, putting in place new options for customers
to ‘self-serve’ via the Council’s website, which not only makes interacting with the council
possible on a 24/7 basis, but reduces demand on more expensive channels such as face-toface, or telephone support.
Living in a Digital age means demand for public services and expectations of levels of
service continues to grow. Our residents and businesses expect the same levels of access,
ease of use and customer service that they see online from large private sector
organisations, such as Google and Amazon. They expect to be able to access their services at a
time and in ways that suit them. Our strategy recognises this by making the shift from a
traditional ICT strategy to a combined ICT and Digital Strategy.
Some of the Council’s services rely on third party providers, such as Compass Point Business
Services (CPBS) for their delivery. South Holland District Council will also commit to working
with East Lindsey District Council through CPBS on ICT projects which have been outlined
within the CPBS Company Transformation Plan, where it is demonstrated further financial
savings can be delivered. So when redesigning the Council’s processes to be more efficient
and customer-focused, the whole transaction – from start to finish – needs to be considered.
We may need our providers to embrace Digital and new ways of working, or work in
partnership with them to share technology, or information.
Internally, our programme of adopting more modern working practices (People Plan),
maximising the use of our office space, removing unnecessary bureaucracy and
administration, and supporting community-based service delivery, will all be underpinned by
ICT and Digital to help drive efficiencies.
The Digital Age also provides new opportunities for customers to communicate with the
Council through social media and to shape decision-making through online consultations.
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Elected members will require the right tools to engage with their communities, acting as
ambassadors for Digital and helping to promote access to services and information.
For these reasons, ICT is no longer simply regarded as a support service; it is now a critical
service, able to transform the way other services are designed and delivered. Without ICT, the
organisation cannot operate and we are unable to serve our customers. It underpins our
‘Moving Forward’ change programme, and plays a fundamental role in improving efficiency,
reducing cost across the Council.
Finally, this strategy highlights the importance of a Digital infrastructure in South Holland
district – including broadband, electronic services, access and skills. A strong Digital
infrastructure is a key factor in promoting business growth, regardless of location, and this in
turn helps to support strong local economies and sustainable communities.
To embrace all these themes, and to place them in a Digital context, the Council will deliver
four key workstreams:





Digital Foundation
Digital Customer
Digital Council
Digital Place

Cllr Malcolm Chandler
Executive Member
Strategy, Governance & Transformation

Maxine O’Mahony
Executive Director
Strategy & Governance

Government Digital Strategy
The Government’s Digital strategy aims to provide ‘Digital services which are so
straight-forward and convenient that all those who can use Digital services will choose
to do so, while those who can’t are not excluded’.
We support this through our Moving Forward change programme objective: ‘To have
online services so good that people (who can) choose to use them’
South Holland District Council’s ICT and Digital Strategy sets out how we plan to
achieve this, providing a framework for the Council’s future service delivery and
4
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2. Purpose
This strategy outlines the approach that South Holland District Council will take to develop
and roll out Digital technologies that support service delivery, ensuring that these solutions
work for our customers. It defines our vision, key themes and overall direction of travel for
ICT and Digital services, provided to the Council by Compass Point Business Services (CPBS).
This new approach aims to place ICT and Digital services in line with the broader aspirations
of the Council. It will ensure that ICT and Digital Services are helping to drive service
transformation across the Council, improving outcomes for customers and adding value to
their contact with the Council.
As the Digital strategy continues to develop and we focus more on ‘what’ we deliver than
‘how’ we deliver it, then the technology requirements of the Council will increasingly become
part of ICT Service’s Team Plan.

3.

Background

Digital service delivery is not a new concept. As early as 2000, the Government set out its
vision for an ‘information age government’ that relied on ‘new delivery channels like the
Internet’, through its Modernising Government White Paper. Since then, huge technological
advances have helped turn private companies such as Amazon, Google, Apple and Twitter
into worldwide, household names.
Digital is transforming the way that many of us live our lives, from the way we buy goods and
services to the manner in which we communicate with others. It also represents a golden
opportunity for local councils to harness new and emerging technologies to redesign public
services in a way which meets the expectations of customers.
More recently (2013), the Government released its ‘Cloud First Policy’ which states that public
organisations should consider and fully evaluate potential cloud solutions first before
considering any other option. Until recently, councils adopted the cloud to perform specific
tasks or procured ‘software as a service’ from a range of suppliers.
Now, a new wave of cloud adoption is beginning to take place, where many private
companies and a few councils have successfully moved many – or all – of their services to a
single cloud platform, hosting multiple services.
It is true that South Holland District Council does not have the resources of large private
sector companies that can harness cutting edge technology to deliver services. In addition to
this, we are faced with a number of other challenges, including: a ‘Digital skills gap’ in our
5
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workforce, the need to adhere to strict data security standards – particularly with the
introduction in 2018 of the General Data Protection Regulations (GDPR) – and, perhaps most
significantly, unprecedented cuts to the Council’s budget.
Nevertheless, Digital technology has the potential to enable the Council and our partners to
deliver services in a more efficient and cost-effective way. But in order to realise these
benefits, Digital technology needs to be embraced by all services across the council, as well as
by our customers.
The pace of Digital means that not everyone in our communities are equally prepared for the
changes taking place. While we need to increase our Digital ‘offer’ to keep up with this rapid
change and stimulate growth in the district, we need to make sure we do this in an inclusive
way. While we will support all customers to adopt new, Digital ways of accessing Council
services, we will also provide extra support to do so for those who need it, including our more
vulnerable residents.

4. Our Digital Agenda
We live in a digital world. Our daily lives are increasingly built around services which are
delivered digitally. An ever-increasing number of us expect to be able to conduct daily
routine business and activity using digital technology. For many, perhaps the majority, this is
now their preference over any other forms of contact. The world is becoming Digital by
choice. You can read more about South Holland’s Digital customers in Appendix F.
As technology advances, so does our customers’ expectations: not only do they want services
to be delivered online, they also expect them to be easy to use, and focused on achieving the
task – quickly and securely.
In line with these expectations, this strategy is not simply about moving current service
provision to online channels. It is about redesigning services and accessing them in the most
cost-effective way, with the aim of giving customers’ choice and meeting their needs within
the resources we have available.
Rather than focus specifically on transferring our current paper-based processes to an online
channel we will instead focus on strategic transformation which must include process
redesign along with re-organisation, people and cultural change. All of these are inter-related.
Digital transformation cannot take place if the Council’s technology, processes and culture are
not in tune.
This Strategy is, therefore, not led by technology, but by the transformation agenda of the
Council which will require process and system redesign. Technology will enable this Strategy
and drive it forward, but it does not determine what and how services will be delivered.
There is still much to do to ensure that the uptake of digital services is widespread and the
potential benefits are realised.
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The greater uses of Digital technology and information can deliver enormous benefits to the
Council and its stakeholders, with the potential to:








Deliver better outcomes
Reduce costs and deliver better ‘Value for Money’ services
Increase efficiencies
Stimulate and enable innovation and new ways of working
Re-shape the relationship between the Council, Customers and Partners
Use ‘Social Media’ to improve communications and partnership working
Access and exploit a wealth of available data

Working in collaboration with our partners (e.g. CPBS and co-location with the Department
for Work and Pensions), we will acquire a deep knowledge and understanding of the
strengths and aspirations of our communities and use this knowledge to develop local, placebased and community specific services, complemented by Digital and online services; this is
our ‘Digital Agenda’.
To enable us to do this, we will align to the Government Digital Service standards, which will
ensure we deliver high quality Digital services. By collaborating with partners and
organisations who are already adopting these maturing standards, we will learn from their
mistakes and build on their successes in order to expedite our journey.
To realise these benefits, the strategy will describe our ‘Digital Vision’, which describes how
the Council will maximise the opportunities of Digitalisation, reflecting the needs of
customers, allowing for choice and balancing efficiency with improved service quality.

5. Strategy aims
South Holland District Council needs an ICT and Digital Strategy because Digital technology
has the potential to transform the district and the lives of residents while generating longterm savings. We know, for example, that services completed using Digital channels generally
cost much less than more traditional channels, such as phone or face-to-face.
For example, the cost to the Council of a face-to-face visit to one of our offices to pay Council
Tax is around seven more times more expensive than if the resident makes the payment
online.
However, to maximise the benefits that Digital technology can bring, we need to dramatically
increase the scope and in some areas, the pace of our work. Change in technology is rapid and
growth in the uptake of the latest emerging technologies such as: online shopping, mobile
devices, social media and high-speed broadband, together with the use of ‘Data Sharing’,
present huge opportunities for the Council and its partners.
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To meet the increasing expectation of customers and to keep up with – and adopt – current
trends in Digital interaction, it is important that the Council has a clear approach to the
improvement and delivery of Digital and ICT.
This Digital and ICT Strategy forms part of a wider portfolio of strategic documents that
collectively form the vision for the future of the Council. A clear and robust Digital and ICT
Strategy is critical in order to avoid poor decision-making around the choice of new systems,
while also supporting the future streamlining of the existing ICT estate. Collectively, this helps
to ensure that any investment made in Digital and ICT is maximised and aligned with the
Council’s vision.
The Council is already responding to this challenge through the delivery of its Corporate Plan
(see Appendix A) and ‘Moving Forward’ change programme (see Appendix B) for which Digital
technologies are a critical enabler.

Our Corporate Plan ambition:
‘To continue to increase the prosperity and wellbeing of our residents and
businesses, whilst striving to protect and enhance the district’s
environment and its unique and historic character.’

The Council vision will be delivered through the transformation of the Council. The
transformation will in part be supported by the Council’s Digital and ICT Strategy and
delivered through a work programme of Digital projects, to be agreed by Council in 2019, and
ICT projects, to be determined.
The following diagram shows how the ICT and Digital Strategy will underpin the council’s
wider strategies and vision:

Informs

Moving Forward Programme
ICT & Digital Stategy
Customer Access
Strategy
Work
Programme
Projects
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The ICT & Digital strategy will form a part of the ‘Golden Thread’ from the Corporate Plan to
the ICT delivery projects and help shape the Council of the future.
This ICT and Digital Strategy sets out the Council’s approach to the required changes and a
bold Digital vision, set out in section 6 of this strategy.
The Digital & ICT strategy will help the Council to:









Position Digital & ICT as a vital support for achieving the Council objectives.
Define the future ‘minimum standard’ for Digital & ICT.
Gain approval for Digital & ICT investment and improvement.
Balance the need for savings against invest to save.
Develop robust governance and assurance.
Enable collaboration with partners.
Encourage investment in South Holland.
Realise the Council vision for Digital & ICT of the future.

The Digital & ICT strategy will support the transformation programme of the Council.
The ICT element (servers, applications, networks, etc.) of the strategy defines the:
 Future use of information and communication technology.

 The Digital element of the strategy focuses on the:
 Organisational design (culture, policies, training, etc.) needed to introduce the new
and emerging technologies.
Both strategies focus on enabling and optimising the services of the Council.
The Digital and ICT strategy will enable the Council to make better, more strategic investment
decisions in technology, based on ‘simplify, standardise, share’ design principles. These
principles will achieve better outcomes and savings for local public services through redesign
and Digital transformation.
The principles are:
Simplify – the way we operate, in order to add value and drive up efficiency.
Standardise – the way we operate, emulating the best and enabling agility.
Share – collaborate, innovate and inform.
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6. Our digital vision
Our vision is: To provide high quality and easy to use services that are designed with
our customers in mind, that are delivered efficiently with improved value for money.
To encourage customers to self-serve, wherever possible, so that we can focus our
resources on the people who need our help the most. To improve the digital skills and
connectivity of our residents and the region.
We want to:
 Improve Digital opportunities for customers to help them access a better
experience of Council services, and beyond
 Give staff and elected Members the right Digital tools and training to work
‘smarter’
 Minimise internal costs of service
 Use external providers where beneficial and cost effective
 Generate revenue by:
o Making it easier and more convenient to pay online
o Using Digital to market our traded services
The Council recognises that Digital will be the key to unlocking economic growth and
improving services. Effective use of Digital services by customers, businesses, partners and
the voluntary and community sector has the potential to transform the way our district works
and transform people’s lives: boost productivity, drive economic growth, provide jobs,
connect individuals and revitalise the way services are delivered.
To enable this we need residents (old and young) and businesses (big and small) to have the
right skills and access to modern and reliable technology. As a district we are gearing up to
provide this, but we know that more can be done to join up provision and opportunities, and
present a truly district-wide vision. We will promote discussions with partners and we will
continue to use our influence to promote the broader Digital South Holland agenda.
Within this increasingly Digital environment, the Council needs to keep pace with change. We
have more to do, to make it easy enough for those who want to engage digitally, and to make
a persuasive case to those who are hesitant and unconvinced about the benefits of ‘going
Digital’. We need to develop a Digital service ‘offer’ which matches and surpasses customer
expectations to the point where it becomes the channel of choice.
Improving our Digital services means designing simple, seamless and user-friendly processes
that make it easy for customers to access services and make payments whenever and
wherever they want to. It means capturing the right information in the right format to enable
us to improve services and efficiency.
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But it isn’t limited to traditional services and activities. We want to promote Digital change in
everything we do – encouraging and supporting the use of Digital technology in areas outside
of our direct control such as Health and Social Care.
As the Council faces up to increasing financial pressure on budgets, we need to use Digital to
help change our service provision while maintaining outcomes for customers, partners and
suppliers.
It also means ensuring our staff have a ‘Digital mindset’, and not only fully understand how
Digital can change and improve lives, but actively support others in doing so.
Our Digital services will give us better data and insight about customers helping us to make
continuous improvements to services. Digital engagement will enrich our consultation with
our customers on policy proposals and changes so that we can make better decisions.
This will have big implications for customers, councillors, our staff and our systems, involving
changes to the types of jobs we will be doing, the services we provide, and the skills and
technology we will need.
As a result, the Council’s ICT and Digital strategy supports the wider strategic goal of enabling
the workforce and elected Members to operate in more of a ‘smart working’ mode.
This will be achieved by ensuring that:
-

-

-

key internal systems (e.g. contact centre system, housing system etc.) have full
capability to be accessed from a home or other remote location outside of the main
Council office locations
smart tools (such as collaboration, messaging, webchat, data sharing) are introduced
where applicable in order to support staff working outside of the main Council office
locations
sophisticated communications tools (such as videoconferencing) are made available to
facilitate attendance of meetings and conferences from locations outside of the main
Council office locations

Members will also be able to make use of the smart tools and communication tools detailed
above, therefore supporting options for remote attendance of committee and other meetings
e.g. by joining via a video or audio conference.

6.1 Where are we now?
In 2016, South Holland District Council invested in a new ICT Programme to:
 Create a new ICT infrastructure to deliver improvements to its ICT services
 Enhance security and disaster recovery
 Put foundations in place for staff mobile working and improved information sharing
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Nearing completion, the ICT Programme has delivered a number of key improvements in
addition to the new infrastructure and in-house ICT Team. These include replacing the
Council’s Internet mapping (GIS) solution. The Council’s current solution was considered no
longer fit for purpose at a time when there are growing expectations that maps will be
integrated seamlessly and intuitively on websites and that mobile devices will be locationaware. As a result, the Council is currently procuring a modern Internet/Intranet mapping
solution for use by customers and officers.
But while services provided by the existing ICT function ultimately touch every person in the
district, the current service is a technology-focused service with limited Digital capabilities.
Consideration of the existing ICT shows:






While most of the existing infrastructure has been replaced, there are further
opportunities to leverage the potential of Digital.
Although many of the Council’s line-of-business systems and applications meet our
back-office requirements, many of them do not offer customer self-service solutions.
Similarly these same applications lack mobile solutions to assist officers in delivering
efficient services when operating outside the office.
The need for infrastructure and application replacement and upgrades can create an
opportunity for a radical reinvention of the Council’s operating model, Digital and ICT
landscape.
The opportunity to transform to a more sophisticated and set of demand driven, agile
and integrated services now exists.

Prior to 2015 and the launch of the Council’s Moving Forward change programme, the
Council, through its partner CPBS, prioritised face-to-face contact and telephone in the
delivery of its channel strategy. This has been reflected in the Council’s investment and use of
Customer Relationship management (CRM) technologies supporting our Customer Contact
Centre and satellite offices.
However, by making better use of our business insight and data, the Council has begun to
reorganise its customer services so it can better meet the changing needs of local residents
and businesses. This has included making a decision to improve customer support at its
Spalding office – with more staff and ‘self-serve’ machines to be installed – and promote
more ways to pay for council services in more convenient locations, while closing its cash
office.
In terms of its Digitalisation work (part of the Moving Forward change programme), the
Council has made significant improvements to its customer ‘offer’, including:
 Reviewing and launching a new, mobile device-compatible Council website
 Creating a ‘My Account’ function for online customers, enabling more digital
availability of our services
12
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Delivering a new staff Intranet, which is clearer and more user friendly
Developing a ‘book & pay’ online service for Environmental Health and Licensing



Enabling online Garden Waste subscriptions, as part of a pilot scheme

The Council’s website receives 38,000 visits a month, with usage increasing year-on-year. In
line with Digital trends, the way people access the site is also changing with over 47% now
accessing it on a tablet or mobile phone.
The website structure and design is a result of applying industry best practice principles; it is
based on real user testing, with local customers, customer data and research, rather than
internal preference or opinion. This user-centred approach has led to the Council receiving a 3
(out of 4) star ranking in the 2016/17 SOCITM Better Connected report – above the industry
standard and a significant improvement on the 1 star rating achieved prior to the Council’s
Moving Forward change programme being launched.
The website’s core purpose is to provide information-based pages and give users the ability to
self-serve wherever possible. For example: all of the top ten transaction types for a customer
to contact the Council can be performed online. However, the provision of online self-service
options is far from complete with some existing online services only amounting to the
customer sending an untracked email to the back office via a website form. Officers manually
process thousands of these requests every year, creating avoidable follow-up contacts for
both the Contact Centre and individual services.
As a result, the Council recognises that the resource it needs to invest – not just in terms of
officer time and budget but also in service systems that allow the integration of online forms
which are accessible via the My Account function – must now match the pace and scale of its
ambition for organisational and Digital transformation.

6.2 Where do we need to be?
To ensure that the Council continues to procure and deliver good ICT services we will deliver
against a set of guiding principles:











Insist on all things ‘open’ - standards, specifications & integration etc. where possible
All systems allow ‘single sign-on’ with data accessible to other Council systems
Put the stakeholder at the heart of everything we do
Where a system provides a customer-facing front end this shall be responsive and easy
to read and understand
Invest to Save
Use Cloud solutions where it is prudent to do so
Source solutions from the providers who deliver best “Value for Money”
Deliver elegant and simple access to services
Design in flexibility – scale, demand, capacity and cost
Deliver leading edge business solutions through skilled and motivated staff
13
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Protect our Digital and ICT service - balancing “Value for Money‟ and risk
Benchmark against the best
Identify excellence, emulate and then exceed it
Maximise the use of customer data - leverage our Information Assets to facilitate our
services
Use experts to guide us
Partner, collaborate and integrate – Design / Build / Run
Remove duplication, consolidate and rationalise
Manage and Operate in a lean and agile manner

To be effective, our Digital and ICT strategy needs to:





Be continually developed, iteratively and over time
Allow time for consultation and collaboration
Allow time for training and development to support cultural change
Not just be inward facing

The best strategies consult and involve stakeholders and partners – based on the strategy’s
successful outcomes and as part of the Governance and Assurance process, we’ll make sure
this happens continuously as we move forward; we’ll also be monitoring, measuring and
reporting on how well we’re doing.
A successful Digital and ICT Strategy isn’t just a document written, read and put on a shelf; it’s
an ethos, a way of working for the Digital and ICT delivery. So, it’s important for us to be
realistic about our objectives and timescales.
This initial iteration of the Digital and ICT Strategy will focus on the enablement of the future
Council service delivery model – future iterations of the strategy will start to shift towards the
sharing and collaboration between the Council, its stakeholders and partners.
To achieve our ambition of being an Intelligent Council, our information systems need to
converge so that services – currently working in data silos – can access data, and process that
data from a single platform. This is a challenge as much of the Council’s solutions are locked
into long-term contracts, of differing lengths. When procuring new applications in future, the
ICT Team will work closely with individual services and the Council’s new shared Procurement
Team, to take a whole-council view to its ICT needs.
The Local Government ICT landscape is evolving fast. There are new innovative solutions
arriving on the market every month. The traditional council application providers are being
squeezed out of the market by relatively unknown solutions. This ICT revolution is still
progressing and within the next two years, some of these solutions will begin to mature and
clear favourites will become apparent.
But while the cloud technology market begins to mature, there are important implications to
consider for its successful implementation in Local Government, in particular:
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Factoring in the time, cost and resourcing needed for wholesale data migration to a
new supplier



Ensuring the protection and security of migrated data (councils, not cloud providers
are responsible for ensuring that data is protected and encrypted)
Redesigning services and processes in a way that maximises the value of cloud, and a
return on councils’ investment
Training staff and members to adopt new processes and more agile ways of working




Most councils, including South Holland, are therefore taking a more phased approach to cloud
implementation: gradually introducing cloud-based systems as part of routine reprocurement, or through the redesign of key services and processes. For example, the use of
Itrent to record and monitor a range of HR functions (including payroll, annual leave,
sickness).

6.3 How do we get there?
Technical governance:


Reporting to the ICT Governance Board, a new ICT & Digital Steering Group will be set
up to:
o Prioritise developments based on customer demand and savings to the back
office. For each development there will be a clear specification.
o Proactively engage with service areas to provide online services where they are
lacking and continually improve existing services that need to.



The Council will procure and develop appropriate technical solutions to meet the
needs of both customers and the business. For example:
o A product that allows for the development and maintenance of dynamic,
mobile responsive forms that integrate with back office systems and keep the
customer informed on the progress of their request.
o Maps that are user friendly, mobile responsive and that can be integrated.








All new developments will be user tested, building this process into all online projects.
Testing, data, best practice and research will be used to continually fine tune the
content, navigation and search already on the website, ensuring that we use evidence
not opinion.
Accessibility testing will be conducted with external organisations.
Service areas acknowledge that the website is the most popular customer channel and
adhere to industry best practice.
Provide staff with the necessary time and resource to maintain and improve the site.
Work with suppliers to improve existing online systems when issues are identified.
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Prioritise content and services customers want/need rather than content officers wish
to promote or store online.
Follow the writing guide for website authors.
Online services will be actively promoted via various channels, highlighting an easy to
use, 24/7 service.
Staff are trained to ensure their skills meet the Digital challenge and can support our
customers.

Culture change:
Successful achievement of the Digital strategy will require considerable changes in corporate
culture, involving acceptance that:





Customer service is at the centre of everything the Council does
Process redesign and simplification are not optional
The Council’s approach to service delivery is to optimise use of Digital technologies
The website is a key element of service delivery, not an optional extra

These changes in corporate culture will not be achieved without strong leadership,
championing of the strategy by senior managers, and actively embedding the strategy into
Council and service plans. It will be important to work with individual service areas to ensure
there is good understanding of the concepts behind the Digital strategy, and to ensure there
is buy-in amongst the Senior Management Team and staff.

6.4 How will we know we have achieved our vision?
We will know we have made difference when we have genuinely changed the way our
Council, our customers and our partners feel about our Digital offer:

New and existing customers










It’s easy to find information about services I want to use, and the Council keeps me
informed about changes and issues which matter.
I can contact the Council anytime I want, using any device I choose.
I get a consistent online experience whichever of the Council’s services I’m using.
The Council’s online services are easy to use, reliable and secure. I have my own
account and I only have to log in once.
I can access the Council’s website for free in a helpful and safe way.
I feel confident doing this, and can use my skills to do much more than contact the
Council.
I prefer to contact the Council online rather than any other way as it saves me
time.
There’s personalised support to help me go from an absolute beginner to expert
user of the internet.

Councillors

16
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I am confident that the people I represent are supported to access Council services
digitally.



I have a better understanding of people living in my ward and what services they
use and value.
It’s easy for me to reach a lot of people online and meet their needs.
It’s easy for me to keep on top of Council and ward business.
Increased use of social media and online contact with the people I represent
means improved citizenship and involvement.





Staff and managers










I fully understand the benefits of Digital and actively support others in doing so.
As a lot of routine processes are automated, I can focus more of my time on the
things that make the most difference to customers.
I’m a lot more productive as I can work flexibly and remotely, and it’s easier to
collaborate with colleagues, partners and suppliers.
We have a better understanding of our customers which informs how we can
design and target our services.
Insight and foresight helps us to act quickly and either prevent problems or
intervene early to improve outcomes.
We provide our customers with seamless end-to-end services, make the most of
every contact to provide better service and to learn about our customers’ needs
and expectations.
We provide consistent services more cost effectively and maximise income
recovery.
We work more closely with other services to provide joined up services to
customers.
We can gather and analyse a wide range of data to help us improve performance.

Businesses, suppliers and partners





We can interact with the Council anytime we want using any device.
The Council works with us to provide joined up services to our mutual customers.
The Council helps me to innovate and grow my business through provision of
infrastructure support and skills development for us and potential customers.
Providing goods and services to the Council is cost effective and straightforward,
because we can deal with them digitally from procurement right through to
delivery and ongoing contract management.

Visitors to the District




It’s easy to find the information I need and access services to get the most out of
my visit to the district.
I can find out lots of information about the district from the Council’s historical
records and picture archives which the Council have put online.
I can research my family tree from the Birth, Deaths and Marriage records the
Council has on their website.
17
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7. Our Digital themes
The Council’s Digital Themes:

● Digital Customer
● Digital Place

● Digital Council
● Digital Foundation
Digital Foundation
Digital
Place

D

D

Digital
Council
Digital
Customer

Digital Foundation

Theme 1. Digital Foundation - A resilient and reliable Infrastructure:
A secure and robust Digital and ICT foundation will enhance the efficiency and responsiveness
of the Council’s operations, supported by a highly skilled ICT workforce that will take
advantage of the latest and emerging technologies and opportunities as they arise. We will
take a ‘whole Council’ approach when implementing our infrastructure, which will include
core ‘Enterprise’ components such as; information, email, voice and data networks, hosting
and client devices. We will pursue sustainable and environmentally responsible choices in
procurement, pursuing green options and more efficient use of resources to reduce energy
usage.
The provision of such a level of capability requires a solid and dependable service that will be
maintained and invested in on a regular basis. It will also have an ‘appropriate’ level of
resilience, measured against risk and driven by updated policies; the service will be scalable,
delivering capacity to reflect organisational demand and changes balancing the need in
delivering ‘Value for money’ for our customers.
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Opportunity – high availability
High availability will ensure Council services are available when and where they are needed
Opportunity - Digitally capable
The Council can build future capability to deliver technology services through a broader range
of partnerships including suppliers and other public bodies (Eg: councils partnering with
universities, operating Digital and/or ICT apprenticeships)
Outcome
This theme will support the Council in:
 Delivering the Council’s Corporate Plan
 Delivering the Council’s Moving Forward change programme
 Delivering Themes 1-3

Theme 2. Digital Customer – The customer perspective:
Enabled by the Digital services and information they need, online and via a “channel of
choice”. Facilitating an ‘end to end’ service delivery in a user-friendly way, similar to that seen
in much of the private sector. This is in response to more and more Digital customers that are
internet-savvy and mobile connected – ‘how does a Digital service enable me’? For example;
to consume Digital services, communicate digitally, shape personal services effectively,
available (24/7) with privacy respected.
Opportunity – improved, efficient customer journeys
Improved, more efficient customer journeys will enable residents and businesses to interact
with the Council Digitally for better and quicker outcomes.
Outcome
This theme will support the Council in:
 Enabling customers to access end-to-end services

Theme 3. Digital Council - The staff perspective:
The workforce will have sufficient training and skills to use the Digital tools required; to deliver
services effectively and efficiently – delivering positive outcomes for customers by giving our
workforce access to the business data and solutions they need, enabled by the best available
technology and ensuring they have the skills and proficiency to use them effectively. We will
bring together all content onto a single Digital Platform - supporting channel shift to selfservice for our workforce and reinforced through the provision of intuitive transactions, which
will include the need for “access for all” – including staff, regardless of their location.
Opportunity – smarter working
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Smart working will create a 21st Century workforce that is focused on delivering outcomes
with bureaucracy minimised through automation.
Outcome
This theme will support the Council in:
 Enhancing the Council's efficiency

Theme 4. Digital Place - The community perspective:
We will continue to engage with stakeholders, partners, suppliers and investors across the
district and the County in the maintenance, development and design of our communications
infrastructure. We will be supportive of applications by telecommunications companies which
will result in improved Digital connectivity in our area. We will also call on partners to ensure
that the broadband needs of our region are met.
Opportunity – a connected place
Locally-provided technology will bring communities together and improves quality of life
within South Holland.
Opportunity – enabling collaboration
Collaboration will enable the Council to work more effectively with partners and each other.
Outcome
This theme will support the Council in:





Enhancing the lives of customers
Enabling a “smart place”
Providing income opportunities
Facilitating the delivery of community priorities

8. Information security and assurance
The ICT Service has a unique challenge in making sure that the Council can operate its
business in a safe and secure environment, while not inhibiting the development of Digital
services. This is set against the need to manage the expectations of our customers to access
services in the way they wish, and the aspirations of elected members and officers to adopt
more efficient and effective service delivery models.
The requirements on Local Government organisations, such as South Holland Council, to
protect the confidentiality, integrity and accessibility of information has historically been
perceived as a ‘blocker’ to Digital service delivery. However, effective Digital services have
protection that proportionately mitigates the risks and threats posed against them.
The Council will adopt a pragmatic balance of information governance and risk, in
consultation with the organisation’s Strategic Information Governance Group and Data
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Protection Officer, with emphasis placed on how to enable and support the business. The
shift in focus towards proportionate information assurance will allow the Council to

successfully unlock the potential of Digital whilst maintaining an appropriate level of data
protection.
At the same time, we will continue to consult and collaborate with appropriate external
bodies (E.g.: Public Sector Network, Information Commissioner’s Office, etc.) and our
Internal/External Auditors to ensure that both the technical and behavioural aspects of
information security are addressed in a co-ordinated and systematic way to reflect the
changing needs of the Council.

9. Digital work programme
The Council is taking a long term view of the development and deployment of Digital and ICT
Services. The Golden Thread describes how the Council Plan, Transformation, Digital and ICT
will deliver these future needs. To support this the Council has produced a Digital work
programme to illustrate the key areas of work against its implementation work streams.
In order to deliver this strategy and work programme, the Council is currently bringing
together all known Transformation, Digital and ICT projects into a single place, and will review
its governance structure to take account of the Golden Thread. The work programme will not
only identify Council services to be placed online, but identify the staff resources and funding
required for its delivery.
To help us prioritise Digital services and create a roadmap, the following strategies are being
developed and should be considered a priority for the Council:
A Customer Access Strategy which described the future vision and roadmap for customer
access to services. This strategy will establish future service channels and locations, rate of
movement to those channels and volumes. This will enable the roadmap to meet the needs of
the changes
Rather than just accept that the current technologies in use within the Council should
continue (currently a website linking to legacy systems) an appraisal and strategic selection
from the current technologies available for delivery of Digital Council services is being
undertaken.
Currently the Council uses a web platform with web forms that link to existing line of business
systems. It has not yet considered what its options are for specific Digital tools. Different tools
will facilitate different approaches and different speeds of implementation which will impact
the speed of the roadmap and the budget.
These two pieces of work are critical requirements for the generation of the future roadmap
of Digital and ICT.
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Appendices
A. Corporate Plan priorities
The Council Priorities...
This Corporate Plan 2015-2019 sets out how the Council will work with
partners to achieve its ambition to:
 Develop safer, stronger, healthier and more independent
communities while protecting the most vulnerable
 Have pride in South Holland by supporting the district and residents
to develop and thrive
 To provide the right services, at the right time and in the right way
 Encourage the local economy to be vibrant with continued growth

B. Moving Forward programme
‘Moving Forward’, the Council’s change programme identifies four
themes:
 DIGITISATION - To have online services so good that people (who
can) choose to use them
 ALIGNING PUBLIC SERVICES - To work with all our public-sector
partners in a more joined up way to meet the future needs of our
communities
 ORGANISATIONAL DESIGN - To have a flexible workforce and
community that meets the future needs of the business
 COMMERCIALISATION - To have a commercial mind with a
community approach

The Council’s change programme, ‘Moving Forward’, has enabled the Council to deliver its
Corporate Plan vision. While the programme is now complete, the Digital and ICT strategy and
supporting work programme has been designed to continue the Council’s service
transformation through Digitalisation.
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C. Our Digital objectives
Digitisation Objectives:











Will evidence how customers want to access services
Will review all services to make them operate in a Digital way
Will redesign “Back Office” processes to implement online services
We recognise that some people will not be able to access Digital services either
because they are vulnerable or for technical reasons, in these situations we will ensure
that they are still able to access services in the most appropriate way
We will have a new website that is easy to navigate and tells people what they need to
know
The majority of customers will only need to contact us once
The majority of business transactions will be completed online
Residents will be able to “book and pay” for services online
Residents will be able to access online services 24 hours a day, 7 days a week
We will have self-service machines in reception areas so we can support those
residents that find using online services challenging

Aligning Public Services Objectives:






Our services will be co-located and co-working with our partners in the best location
to meet the communities needs
We will work with partners to build a hub of public services around the most
vulnerable residents in our community
To our residents the public sector will be working as one organisation with shared
processes, systems and ways of working
Our office space will be reviewed and will be working in a more effective way
The Buildings we own and those of our partners will be better utilised

Organisational Design Objectives:



Digital technology will drive innovative ways of working to ensure value for money
Staff will be trained and supported to develop the skills they need to work in
innovative ways
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D. Our Digital Principles
All South Holland officers are asked to sign up to the following set of principles:
To improve our customers' experience and reduce service delivery costs, you should:






Understand and adopt these principles
Promote the principles with all your colleagues
Check your services against the principles
Implement the principles
Contact our Web Team if you need new online forms – the Web Team can create these

Where a service is already available online:





Give it prominence in all Council communications
Remove other channels (except main Council telephone number) from all communications to
direct as many customer enquiries as possible to the online channel:
o do not publish direct phone numbers
o do not publish email addresses – use online forms that capture structured data
o do not ask for letters or other papers to be sent to the Council – if forms need to be
completed, use online forms
o do not ask for payment by cheque – it's the least efficient way of taking a payment
If an online form delivers an email that has to be processed manually, consider whether
automation would deliver savings – the form could be entered into a system automatically to save
time and effort

Where a service is not yet available online:




Publish all information about the service on the website, adhering to our style and content guides
– do not say 'contact us for more information' as all information should be online
Consider whether an online form could be created to capture initial contact details
If an online form is not appropriate:
o publish only the central phone number
o do not publish an email address

Where a new service is being considered:



Design the service to be delivered online from the outset – 'Digital by Design'
Avoid the use of any other channels if possible – make it online-only, as:
o those who don't have their own access to technology can get online using public access
PCs in our offices, or their local library
o those who don't know how to use technology can get help and support from our staff (by
telephoning us or visiting us in person) or through support from friends, family, or
neighbours.

For all services, ask the following questions.






Is the service available online? If not, why not?
Are cheque payments involved in the process? If so, put a plan in place to discourage them.
Is any paper involved in the process? If so, put a plan in place to remove all paper.
Is an email address published? If so, put a plan in place to replace it with an online form.
Is your technology integrated so the customer can automatically be notified of updates and
outcomes, to avoid the likelihood of follow-up contacts? If not, assess the benefits of doing so and,
where appropriate, submit a bid for funding to integrate it.
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E. Our Architecture Principles
W We have developed Architectural Design Principles to inform the
delivery of this strategy










Secure By Design
Cloud Where Appropriate
Information Led Design
Share and Reuse
Use Open Data
Use Open Source Software
Any Device, Anytime, Anywhere Computing
Integration
A Digitally Capable Workforce

Digital Council business and the Internet of Things demand a new level of excellence in
enterprise architecture principles and practices. The Council must arm itself with for the road
ahead and be ready for future business and technology innovation.
The Enterprise Architecture principles express how the Council will design and deploy
information systems across the organisation. They serve to streamline and reduce the
complexity of IT investment decisions.
The principles should be used to:




Evaluate the selection of suppliers, solution designs, products and services
Support evidence-based decision making
Help define functional requirements

These principles help projects and suppliers with their architecture and service management
planning and will be used throughout the project lifecycle from concept validation to
procurement and delivery. The principles are relevant for planning and delivering future ICT.
They are inter-related and must be considered as a set. They describe the desired behaviors,
and rationale, expected in all initiatives containing any elements of Information,
Communications or Technology (ICT).
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The approach the Council will take to the designing, sourcing and delivery of ICT and Digital
will be defined by a number of key architectural principles. Above these sits a single guiding
principle:
The use of ICT and Digital by the Council must add value to the customer; whether a
customer, a business, a partner organisation or other service within the Council.

We will adopt the following Design Principles to inform the delivery of this strategy:
Principle 1 – secure by design
The security of our systems and data is of overriding importance. Information security will be
designed in to all our systems, changes and processes right from the start.
Principle 2 – cloud where appropriate
We will reduce our local infrastructure through a preference that systems will be vendor or
cloud hosted where it is cost effective to do so.
Principle 3 – information-led design
We will better use the data we hold to allow us to design and provide more tailored services.
Principle 4 – share and reuse
We will seek to join up with others and share services, capacity and capability. We will learn
from others and reuse existing software, processes and ideas.
Principle 5 – using open data
Wherever it is possible we will publish our data openly and online, for reuse by customers,
our partners, researchers and investors.
Principle 6 – using open source software
We will always consider the use of open source software.
Principle 7 – anywhere, anytime computing
Our staff and customers will be able to securely use our platform and services at any time and
from any location using their device of choice.
Principle 8 – Systems that Talk to Each Other
Regardless of where our systems are hosted we will always work to ensure that the systems
can talk to each other and are integrated with our partners where necessary.
Principle 9 – a digitally capable workforce
To realise maximum benefit from new technology we will create a skilled and technology
confident workforce through investing in learning and development .
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F. Our Digital Customers
We wish our customers to be fully included in the Digital Economy and Digital Society.
The greater uses of Digital Technology and Information are enormously beneficial to the
Council, its customers and partners.
Technologies have become very much a part of our daily lives and will continue to shape the
way we live. The Council must continue to leverage and adapt to changes in technologies to
provide the best possible public service to our workforce and customers.
Advancements in Digital Technologies enable unprecedented connectivity with the
community. With the rollout of broadband connectivity across the district, together with 4G
(5G on the horizon) mobile broadband, smart phones and other devices and with social media
platforms such as Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and GooglePlus+, the opportunity for the
Council to connect with its stakeholders and partners is greater than ever.

% of the Population that Access the Internet on a
Daily Basis
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Nationally: On average more than 80% of the population now access the internet on a daily basis. (* Office of
National Statistics)
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In the East of
England this
represents an
increase of
approximately 25%
(in terms of the
number of people
accessing the
internet each day,
every day)

At 71% mobile or
smartphones are the most
popular devices used by
adults to access the
internet in Great Britain.
Desktop computers are
down in popularity with
only 40% of adults using
these to access the
internet in 2016.

The most recently published (December 2017) data from the Local Government
Association and the London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) show the
following results for population of South Holland:




87% have been online within the last three months.
92% have broadband speeds of over 10 mgs (2mb is generally adequate for web sites)
67% have access to 4G (3G is adequate for websites)
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75% have all the five Basic digital skills to use digital services (if they choose to), which are:
o Managing information - Find, manage and store digital information and
content
o Communicating - Communicate, interact, collaborate, share and connect with
others
o Transacting - Purchase and sell goods and services; organise your finances;
register for and use digital government services
o Problem-solving - Increase independence and confidence by solving problems
using digital tools and finding solutions
o Creating - Engage with communities and create basic digital content

Customer Contact by Type
5% 3%

While 80% of the population use the internet on a
daily basis (87% in South Holland in last three
months) only 3% of the Council interactions are via
the web.

0.30%

Phone
F2F

21%

The Council needs to accelerate its adoption of
Digital and unify its design and delivery of enabling
technologies.

e mail
web
71%
Social
media

We will ensure that individuals or groups are not
unfairly disadvantaged by the “Digital Divide”
created by technology, by committing to deliver all
of our services in a fair and equitable manner.
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